The beauty of music is that no one person experiences it the same as someone else, making every listen new and exciting. As people whose lives revolve around consuming and interacting with music, each staff member at KAMP has a different perspective of the music and moments of 2015. This uniqueness is reflected in the variety of lists below, we hope you enjoy!

**Alt Music Director Molly’s Top 15 (in no particular order)**
- Sun Coming Down - Ought
- Women’s Rights - Childbirth
- We’re Loud: 90’s Cassette Punk Unknowns - Various Artists
- haha - The Garden
- Viet Cong - Viet Cong
- Timeline - Mild High Club
- Dopers - Spray Paint
- Chui Wan - Chui Wan
- Rose Mountain - Screaming Females
- Painted Shut - Hop Along
- A New Place 2 Drown - Archy Marshall
- Sore - Dilly Dally
- Why Choose - Shopping
- Holding Hands With Jamie - Girl Band
- The Agent Intellect - Protomartyr

**Alt Music Director Jakub’s Top 5**
1. The Original Faces - Helen
2. Everything Else Matters - Pinkshinyultrablast
3.asdfasdf - Katie Day
4. Fantasy Empire - Lightning Bolt
5. Transfixiation - A Place To Bury Strangers

**World & Jazz Music Director Zazil’s Top 15**
- Chicos de la Luz - Astro
- Amor Supremo - Carla Morrison
- Junun - Shye Ben Tzur, Johnny Greenwood & The Rajasthan Express
- Hasta la Raíz - Natalia Lafourcade
- Entretanto - Hello Seahorse!
- Golden Years - Pixel
- Amanecer - Bomba Estéreo
- Touristes - Vieux Farka Touré & Julia Easterlin
- Manual - Boogarins
- St. Germain - St. Germain
- Pantera - Vuelveteloca
- Daptone Gold II - Various Artists
- Soyo - Dom La Nena
- Holy Forest - Holy Forest
- Woven Landscapes - Karavan Sarai Project

**Hip Hop Music Director Amelia’s Top 10 Albums & Listening Moments**

- At Long Last ASAP - A$AP Rocky
- listened to this on an accidentally day long layover in Chicago on the way to NYC for the summer – LSD was the bittersweet feeling of leaving home, and the rest were the bravado to face my new world
- Summertime ‘06 - Vince Staples
- vince staples’ voice is expectant, innocent, and hard on each syllable. This album is energetic (and lit) without opulence, and the lyricism made me focus on it in awe throughout. Vince staples is friggin hilarious too.
- White Iverson - Post Malone
- okay not an album but a soundtrack to many intensely reflective moments. this is the most depersonalizing song in a real way – it makes life feel like a purple light (lean) soaked dream.
- Honeymoon - Lana Del Rey
- I'm ride or die for lana, she’s saccharine sad and embraced by the mainstream that kamp sometimes likes to avoid, but these languid songs are perfect for
lazy summer afternoons and long showers to avoid homework

To Pimp A Butterfly - Kendrick Lamar

- when “I” came out in the fall of 2014, I played it weekly on my show and daily for myself. This album’s complicated, fragile, awful (as in awe-inspiring) self love isn’t entirely for me as a white woman, but it helped me through some of the most depressed parts of my life thus far. **also the best album of the year objectively speaking, a masterpiece that I feel blessed with

But You Caint Use My Phone - Erykah Badu

- Badu’s Hotline Bling felt like justice – the rest of this album was woozy and fascinating.

Barter 6 - Young Thug

- that feeling you get when you realize you’re dope because you’re weird, not in spite of it.

DS2 - Future

- zeitgeisty and makes me feel strong walking to class – also I respect it and it’s well crafted

Art Angels - Grimes

- the yearning! The descent into mainstream pop! Ethereal anger? Grimes is a master and Art Angels screams defiance I love it.

Thirst Trap - DonMonique

- in the year of a trap, i was happy to see donMonique so casually and skillfully interlude – this was one of my reviews as hip hop director, and closely listening and describing the Don’s self assuredness made me feel legit in my position for this first time. Also – pilates is one of the best songs of the year for REAL – not on the album but by donMonique

BONUS: Sremm Life - Rae Sremmurd

- really just as amazing – some of the most earnestly positive voices in the industry

DOUBLE BONUS: tba - Frank Ocean

- when Frank??? when????????

RPM Music Director Tatum’s Top 15 of Electronic & Everything Else

1. Skrillex and Diplo Present Jack Ü - Jack Ü
2. In Colour - Jamie xx
3. Worlds Remixed - Porter Robinson
4. In Return (Deluxe Edition) - Odesza
5. Peace Is The Mission - Major Lazer
6. Bouquet - The Chainsmokers
7. Run - Alison Wonderland
8. This Mixtape Is Fire - Dillon Francis
9. PRODUCT - SOPHIE
10. Pharmacy - Galantis
11. Caracal - Disclosure
12. another eternity - Purity Ring
13. Blood For Mercy - Yellow Claw
14. Dark Night Sweet Light - Hermitude
15. Prom King - Skylar Spence

1. Wilder Mind - Mumford & Sons
2. What Went Down - Foals
3. Glitterbug - The Wombats
4. Depression Cherry - Beach House
5. Kindred - Passion Pit
6. Home Before The Dark - Kid Astray
7. Sound & Color - Alabama Shakes
8. Every Open Eye - CHVRCHES
9. How Do You Feel Now? - Joywave
10. Liability - Prof
11. All Signs Point To Yes - Dave Monks
12. The Names - Baio
13. José González - Vestiges & Claws
14. If You're Reading This It's Too Late - Drake
15. Inanimate Objects - Atlas Genius

**Metal Music Director Andrew's Top 25 of Fall**
1. That's The Spirit - Bring Me The Horizon
2. IRE - Parkway Drive
3. Book of Souls - Iron Maiden
4. I Worship Chaos - Children of Bodom
6. Immortalized - Disturbed
7. The Anthropocene Extinction - Cattle Decapitation
8. Meliora - Ghost
9. Skills in Pills - Lindemann
10. Abysmal - The Black Dahlia Murder
11. Deliverance - Heart of a Coward
12. Words of The Prophets - Kobra and the Lotus
13. 35xxxv - ONE OK ROCK
14. The Color Clear - Reflections
15. Absolute Hope Absolute Hell - Fit For An Autopsy
16. The Color Before The Sun - Coheed and Cambria
17. Throes of Mankind - Culture Killer
18. A Blood Clot Ejaculation - The Dark Prison Massacre
19. Static - Huntress
20. M - Myrkur
21. Monarchy - Rivers of Nihil
22. Kannon - Sunn O)))
23. Golgotha - W.A.S.P.
24. Twitching Tongues - Disharmony
25. Subversvm - RAM

**Engineering Director Eric's Top 10 Tracks**
1. "Fall Down" - Spencer Tarring f/ Angelika Vee
2. "Lose Myself" - Seven Lions f/ Lynn Gunn
3. "We Are Lost" - Lush & Simon f/ Rico & Miella
4. "Satellites" - Bobby Burns f/ Hannah Robinson
5. "Chant" - Tiësto f/ Disco Fries
6. "Slow Down" - Jochen Miller f/ Simone Nijssen
7. "Raindrops" - SNBRN f/ Kerli
8. "Scars" - Alesso f/ Ryan Tedder
9. "The Universe" - Lush & Simon
10. "Untouchable" - Tritonal f/ Cash Cash

**Production Director Jake's Top 10**
1. Panda Bear Meets the Grim Reaper - Panda Bear
2. To Pimp A Butterfly - Kendrick Lamar
3. Garden of Delete - Oneohtrix Point Never
4. Days - Earthly
5. Gliss Riffer - Dan Deacon
6. Barter 6 - Young Thug
7. Heavy Slave - minimalviolence
8. The Original Faces - Helen
9. Platform - Holly Herndon
10. Rory's World - Trust Image

**General Manager André's Top 15**
1. To Pimp A Butterfly - Kendrick Lamar
2. Divers - Joanna Newsom
3. DS2 - Future
4. Barter 6 - Young Thug
5. Garden of Delete - Oneohtrix Point Never
6. Future Brown - Future Brown
7. Late Nights - Jeremih
8. Beast Mode - Future
9. Slim Season - Young Thug
10. Peanut Butter - Joanna Gruesome
12. High Class Street Music 5: The Plug Best Friend - Young Dolph
13. Wildheart - Miguel
14. Almighty DP - Chief Keef
15. Negative Scanner - Negative Scanner